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Large-Scale Spatio-Temporal Data

Figure from https://sites.google.com/view/kdd2021tutorial/home?authuser=0

Research Opportunities:

• Uncover dynamic laws
automatically from data

• Accelerate the simulation
process for large-scale
dynamical systems

• …

Reseach Tasks:

• Classification
• Clustering
• Forecasting
• Imputation
• …

https://sites.google.com/view/kdd2021tutorial/home?authuser=0


An Example: Multi-Agent Dynamical System
● Reasoning over the spatio-temporal data is non-trivial due to the 

complex interplay of both spatial and temporal properties, compared 
with static graph modeling.

● Existing neural network models employ graph neural networks (GNN)
to approximate pair-wise object interactions, which reveals how system
changes from timestamp t, to timestamp t+1.

Example: predicting trajectories of a 5-
body spring system with fixed graph
structure.



Challenges in Spatio-Temporal Modeling

● Learning under non-uniform data distributions.

○ Irregular space, irregular time: data collected at changing locations and irregular 
time intervals.



Challenges in Spatio-Temporal Modeling

● Irregular space: the observations for different agents are not temporally 
aligned , i.e. partial observable states.

● Irregular time: The observations of a specific object can happen at non-
uniform intervals. 
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Our Solution : Latent Graph ODE (LG-ODE)

VAE Loss

• Model latent dynamics using
neural ordinary differential
equations consider the
mutual influence among
agents.

• ODE function: GNN

• Infer the initial states for
each agent simultaneously
through a novel GNN module
that can handle non-uniform
data distribution.

Learning Continuous System Dynamics from Irregularly-Sampled Partial Observations. Zijie Huang, Yizhou Sun, Wei
Wang. Neurips 2020.



Evaluation
● Experiment on motion capture, spring system, and charged particle datasets

on interpolation and extrapolation tasks over various observation ratios.

Motion Capture Spring System Charged Particles



Evaluation - Interpolation Results



Evaluation – Extrapolation Results



Challenges in Spatio-Temporal Modeling

● Model the complex interplay of spatial and temporal properties.

○ Graph structure may evolve over time along with node attributes and they will pose
significant mutual influence to each other.

○ Learning with observable dynamic graph structure

○ Learning with unknown structural info – Infer the underlying graph structure first and
then conduct reasoning over the co-evolution of nodes and edges [1].

[1] Thomas Kipf, etc. Neural Relational Inference for Interacting Systems. (ICML 2018)



Motivation Example

● Example: The spread of COVID-19 in the U.S.

○ Nodes: 50 states with dynamic daily confirmed cases, deaths, etc

○ Edges: Population flow among states.

Coupled Graph ODE for Learning Interacting System Dynamics. Zijie Huang, Yizhou Sun, Wei Wang. KDD 2021.



Our Solution – Coupled Graph ODE (CG-ODE)

● Build a model that considers the co-evolution of nodes and edges in 
a continuous manner.

○ Why continuous? Many dynamical systems are continuous in nature. 
Existing discrete GNN-based methods may not well-capture the 
underlying dynamics for such continuous systems.

○ How to capture the continuous mutual influence between nodes and
edges? -- Coupled ODE fucntions



Generative Model: Coupled-ODE

Coupled-ODE for nodes:

Coupled-ODE for edges:

Generative Model
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● Key observation 1: three
driven factors for nodes from 
an epidemic modeling 
perspective

● Key observation 2: Edge
evolution is both node-driven
and self-driven.



Experiment Results for Prediction Performance
● Prediction at different lengths
● Evaluation metric: MAPE
● Baselines: discrete neural network-based methods; traditional

statistical models



Case Study for the COVID-19 Dataset
● Case study on mobility intervention

○ We set the duration of each intervention as 2 weeks and study the effect of adding the same 
intervention at different time.

○ Intervention 1: adds 20% reduction to all in-state population flows

○ Intervention 2: adds 20% reduction to all between-state population flows

○ Intervention 3: removes the same amount of population flow as in the second intervention, but in 
descending order of states’ original population outflow



Future Work
● Deep Learning for Accelerating Simulation

○ Explore weather we can build faster neural graph operations to approximate the 
“ground-truth” dynamics in order to predict the large-scale system evolution over 
extremely large number of timestamps, and can even be generalized to unseen 
system conditions.

○ Design a dynamic graph structure learning module to infer the underlying graph
structure at each timestamp in an efficient way.



Future Work
● Accelerating Neural Network Training from a Dynamical System View

○ By viewing neuro as nodes and weight among neuros as edges, we can construct a 
dynamic graph where both nodes and edges features changes over each training 
iteration/epochs via forward and backward propagation respectively.

○ Design efficient spatio-temporal model that takes only the first several epochs of 
training data as input, to fast predict what would be the final results if the model 
converges



Thanks for Listening!


